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Facts & figures

Expect more

37 BACHELORS
7 LOCATIES
16.500 STUDENTEN
1.500 COLLEAGUE'S

PROVINCIJE ANTWERPEN

ANTWERPEN
2.141 studenten

VORSELAAR
828 studenten

LIÉR
927 studenten

CAMPUS DE NAYER
772 studenten

MECHELEN
5.035 studenten

TURNHOUT
1.748 studenten

GEEL
4.500 studenten
THE PAST

• 3 organizations
  – KH Kempen
    • Fat images
    • WDS/MDT
  – Lessius Mechelen
    • Altiris
  – Lessius Antwerpen
    • Ghost
• Deliver applications to the desktop quickly and efficiently
• Improve timetabling and asset management
• Easily support applications on managed and unmanaged devices
• Remove the need for multiple large desktop images with long logon times.
• Improve the learning experience
FIRST STEPS

• 2015: implementation System Center Configuration Manager

• 2016: internal POC AppsAnyWhere

• 2017: Limited POC in our labs

• 2018: Organisation wide implementation
THE PRESENT

• 1 Organization

• SCCM
  - Images
  - Inventory

• Appsanywhere
  - Educations
  - Software
  - Locations
  - Deliveries
  - https://appsanywhere.thomasmore.be/
THE FUTURE

• Dream bigger
  – Any Device, Anywhere at Anytime

• New Proof Of Concept
  – Parallels RAS integration

• Belgian user group Software2
Inloggen
https://appsanywhere.thomasmore.be
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